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Text :
Liz :What’s the matter,Sally ?

m
/e
xa
m
s

Sally :I couldn’t sleep a wink last night.I had a terrible headache.
Liz :really !Does your head still hurt ?
Sally :Yes,I feel just awful !
Liz :Hmmmm……………………and you’ve got fever,too.
Sally :What can I do ?

Liz :Well,don’t go to school,it’s better to stay at home and have a rest.
Sally :Can I take some medicines ?
Liz :No,you can’t,you must visit the doctor.
Task one (2pts):

co

I answer these questions according to the text :
a_Does Sally feel well ?

………………
…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

n.

b_What does Liz advise her to do ?

Task two(3pts) :

tio

…………………………
……………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

I read the sentences and write « true
rue »or
»o « false » next
n
to each one :
………
…………………
………………………….

ca

a_Liz suffers from headache.

………
……………
………………………………………

c_Sally should relax at home.

……
……………….

du

ly.
b_The doctor examines Sally.
Task three(2pts) :

1 /I find in the text
ext the
he synonyms
synonym o
of these words :

en
cy
-e

ature=………………………
e=…………………
High temperature=…………………………….

Drugs=…………………….

n the text
ext the opposites
oppo
2/I find in
of these words :
=………………………
……………
Day=/=………………………

Very bad=/=……………………..

sk four(2
four(
(2pts) :
Task
four(2pts)

*I complete
omplete the f
following table :

1_I suffer from a sore throat
2_...........................................................
2_..........
2_.................
3_She has
3_Sh
ha conjunctivitis.
4_....................................................................
4
_......

a_........................................
b_He has a problem in his teeth.
c_.........................................................
d_She has a pain in all the parts of her body.
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Task five(3pts) :I arrange these food items in the right basket :

Healthy food

m
/e
xa
m
s

Humburger_fresh orange juice_chips_fruit and vegetables_chocolate_fish

Junk food

……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………

…………………………………………………
………………
…………………………………………………..
……………………

coording
ding to the pro
Task six(2pts) :I write the words in the righ prescription acoording
pronunciation of the

………

cy
-e
du
c

………

io

………

at

/tʃʃ/

n.

co

letters in bold type :toothache_sandwich_chemistry_choose
ose

/k/
…………
…………
………….

Task seven(6pts)
s) :the
e mother is explaining
ex
to her son the parts of the body,I read the paragraph
below and complete
mplete
te the missing
miss
words:

th b
The upperr part of the
body is the ………………………. ;the neck connects this part to the shoulders.

e top
p part of the f
The
front of your body is your ………………………….and the low part is the …………..,it is
also
so called belly,w
belly
w
belly,when
you eat,food goes down to this part.

en

You have also two…………….. ;with a joint called elbow and another called wrist and

two…………
two
two…………………………….with a joint called knee and another called ankle.Each of us have
ten…
ten………………and ten..……….,
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